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Abstract. For the analysis of the quality of metallurgical products, it is important to use techniques 
that identify the internal and external unconformity of the product without destroying it. These 
techniques are non-destructive testing (NDT). Although these techniques identify the 
unconformity of the product, they do not indicate the source of their creation. The purpose of the 
study was to develop a hybrid method to make decisions about the causes of product 
incompatibility. This hybrid method was created as a combination of NDT and quality 
management techniques, i.e.: 5W2H method, Ishikawa diagram, 5Why method. The subject of the 
study was an unconformity detected in the tube made of the magnesium alloy AMS 4439. Research 
was carried out using the FPI method. In the analyzed case, its application allowed the detection 
of a linear indication in the product. To identify the root of the linear indication, the 5W2H method, 
the Ishikawa diagram, and the 5Why method were used sequentially. The main causes were bad 
casting and pollution. The root cause was defective supplier material. Integration of the FPI 
method, the 5W2H method, the Ishikawa diagram, and the 5Why method in the performance of a 
comprehensive qualitative analyze of products, after which it is possible to identify the 
unconformity and the root of its occurrence. The integration of FPI and quality management 
techniques can be practiced to analyze the quality of products (including metallurgical products) 
in manufacturing and service enterprises. 
Introduction 
Quality control of the product is a necessary stage of creation of the product. For the production 
industry, and aviation industry extremely useful are the non-destructive test (NDT), because it 
allows pointing out the non-conformity without damaging the product [1]. For non-destructive 
methods, the fluorescent method (i.e., penetrant method) is counted, which was used to quality test 
a selected subject of the study (tube). Fluorescent penetrant inspection (FPI) is the most commonly 
used method for the analysis of aviation components that has been applied, for example, in 
production and also in service inspection [2]. A review of selected elements of the literature 
indicates that the fluorescent method was used for example in quality analysis of product surface 
[3-5], detection and further processing of the unconformity by other methods to identify 
unconformity [1,4,6]. The FPI was improved or its effectiveness was assessed by, among others: 
the use of other substances or devices for penetration [7,8], the FPI performance rating [9]. A 
review of the literature shows that an important step for the qualitative analysis of products way 
shown that an effective is to integrate quality management techniques with the FPI method to 
identify the root of unconformity [10]. It is essential for enterprises, in which it is necessary not 
only to identify the unconformity but first of all point out the source of their occurrence. 
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The proposed hybrid method for identifying the causes of product nonconformities falls into 
the group of methods aimed at improving quality through organizational and technological 
changes [11-13]. In the organizational domain, these methods involve modifying management 
schemes [14-15] and pre-prepared scenarios of potential failures and their consequences [16-18]. 
In the technological domain, this influences the selection of materials with better technological 
properties [19], modification of already used materials through the production of special coatings 
[20-22], application of techniques such as electrospark deposition [23-25], or modification of the 
morphological characteristics of the surface layer [26]. This brings numerous benefits, including 
increased reliability of produced machine parts [27-29] and the expansion of the customer base to 
include demanding military recipients [30,31]. The implementation of such multidimensional 
technological changes inevitably involves the use of special computational [32,33] and statistical 
techniques [34-36], including non-parametric methods [37-39] and dimensionality reduction [40]. 
Method and Material 
An attempt was made to solve the problem with linear indications on the AMS 4439 magnesium 
alloy cast tube in a selected production and service company located in south-eastern Poland, by 
extension of the fluorescent method about the quality management techniques. In the selected 
company, product analysis was carried out using NDT methods (i.e., magnetic powder and 
fluorescence methods). So far, after the unconformity because of their episodic character, no 
additional analyzes were not made, due to which it could be possible to identify the source of the 
unconformity. The fact that analysis of unconformity with use of quality management techniques 
could be made, for example, due to types of product and types of unconformity has been omitted.  
In turn, the types of unconformity were often repeated (for example, linear indication). Therefore, 
it was an order to implement the quality management techniques after the product analysis process 
by using NDT for types of identified unconformity. The analysis was carried out to show that it is 
effective to use NDT methods (based on the example of the FPI method) together with quality 
techniques to analyze product quality and identify the source of possible non-conformity. The 
purpose of the study was to develop a hybrid method to make decisions about the causes of product 
incompatibility. This hybrid method was created as a combination of NDT and quality 
management techniques, i.e.: 5W2H method, Ishikawa diagram, 5Why method. The subject of 
research was the so-called tube, applicable in the aviation industry. The choice of this product for 
analysis was determined by the type of unconformity identified on it (linear indication). The 
product was made of magnesium alloy AMS 4439 (SAE AMS 4439: 2012). AMS 4439 is a 
magnesium alloy, sand-cast 4.2 Zn - 1.2 rare earths - 0, 7 Zr. This material is used, among others, 
for products requiring uniform, medium strength up to 160 ° C, pressure tightness, good fatigue, 
and creep characteristics. Moreover, applicable to products that require welding during production. 

The method was developed as a hybrid method to make decisions about the causes of product 
incompatibility. This hybrid method was created as a combination of NDT and quality 
management techniques, i.e.: 5W2H method, Ishikawa diagram, 5Why method. An analysis of the 
product quality used integrated one of method NDT, i.e. fluorescent method (FPI - fluorescent 
penetrant inspection) with these selected quality management techniques. The choice of the NDT 
method was conditioned by the type of material (magnesium alloy) from which the tube was made 
and also by the requirements of the customer ordering product quality control. The fluorescent 
method has applied to identify discontinuities on the surface free from pollution. However, it can 
be difficult to research the porous surface [41]. The way of conducting research using the 
fluorescent method has been characterized in the literature on the subject [42]. To identify the root 
of unconformity were implemented in sequential way methods, i.e. 5W2H, Ishikawa diagram, and 
5Why. These techniques were selected because they were used sequentially to allow to analyze 
and define the problem (unconformity) (5W2H method), identifying the potential and main causes 
(Ishikawa diagram) and next to identify the root of the unconformity (5Why method) [43]. The 
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choice of these techniques is an expert choice and, in other cases, it can be duplicated or the 
composition and order of the techniques used can be modified depending on the nature of the 
problem. The 5W2H has an application to analyze and characterize the problem by seven questions 
in a practical way (often in the form of a table). These questions relate to the most important 
information about the problem (in this case, it was a linear indication) [43]. The Ishikawa diagram, 
called causes and effects diagram, allows pointing the potential causes of problem. It was 
developed during a brainstorming with 7 employees [44]. To develop the diagram, from basic 
Ishikawa, categories (5M+E) were selected: man, method, machine, material, management, and 
environment [44,45]. For these categories, the potential causes of linear indication on the tube 
were noted. Of the indicated potential causes, three main causes were selected, which were further 
analyzed using the 5Why method. The 5Why method (that is, the Why-Why diagram) is used to 
identify the source of the problem [42,46]. The analysis of the linear indication on the tube was 
started from pointed main causes. Next, to each of the causes, the „Why?” question was asked. 
The method was completed when the source cause was indicated, that is, one after which 
improvement measures can be taken [43,47-49]. In the last stage, actions were proposed that could 
minimize or eliminate the formation of a linear indication r on the product. 
Results 
After analyzing the fluorescence cast tube of AMS 4439 magnesium alloy, unconformity was 
found, which was a linear indication, it is shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. Linear indication identified on the tube from magnesium alloy AMS 4439. 

 
Next, the analysis of the linear indications was performed using the 5W2H method (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. The 5W2H method to linear indication problem on the product. 

Question Answer 

Who? Who has detected the problem? An employee who checks the product using  
the FPI method 

What? What is the problem? unconformity – linear indication 
Why? Why is this problem? product disqualification 

Where? Where was the problem? on the product surface 
When? When was the problem? during quality control by FPI method 
How? How was the problem identified? FPI method 
How 

much? What is the scale of this problem? 1 piece of the product 

 
The analysis using the Ishikawa diagram shown in Figure 2. Potential causes of unconformity 

(linear indications) on the tube were analyzed according to selected Ishikawa categories, i.e., man, 
method, machine, material, management, and environment. 
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The identified source cause of the linear indication on the tube was a destructive material from 
the supplier. The supplier of the material was informed about the source of the cause of the 
irregularities. This action was taken in order to minimize or eliminate the cause of porosity cluster. 

Conclusion 
The product quality analysis for the aviation industry is one of the most demanding analyzes, 

and the fluorescent method (FPI) is one of the most practiced. Although its use allows one to assess 
the quality of products and indicate unconformity, it does not identify the source of their creation. 
This has consequences in the future, because according to the philosophy of continuous 
improvement, the cause of the unconformity must be resolved at the source, so that it does not 
occur in the future. Therefore, it was important to improve NDT analysis using qualitative 
techniques. The purpose of the study was to develop a hybrid method to make decisions about the 
causes of product incompatibility. This hybrid method was created as a combination of NDT and 
quality management techniques, i.e.: 5W2H method, Ishikawa diagram, 5Why method. This was 
done in a selected leading production and service company located in south-east Poland. The 
subject of the study was a tube made of the magnesium alloy AMS 4439. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. The Ishikawa diagram for the problem with linear indication identified on the tube. 
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Fig.3. The 5Why method for the problem with linear indication identified on the tube. 

 
Then, three main causes of the problem were selected. The main reasons were bad casting and 

pollutions. To identify the source of cause the 5Why method was performed, whose course is 
shown in Fig.3. 

The analysis of the product was carried out using the FPI method by which the unconformity – 
linear identification - was detected. In the FPI method, the selected quality management techniques 
(5W2H method, Ishikawa diagram, and 5Why method) were implemented. These techniques were 
chosen because they are used sequentially to indicate the source of the problem, which was 
intended to improve the process of NDT tests (for example, using the FPI method). Using the 
5W2H method, the linear indication on the tube was analyzed and characterized. Using the 
Ishikawa diagram, the main causes of the problem of the linear indication on the tube were 
identified, i.e., bad casting and pollutions. Next, the 5Why method was used, by which: the source 
of the cause of linear indication on the tube was identified, i.e., destructive material from supplier. 
Integrated NDT method with quality management techniques (5W2H method, Ishikawa diagram, 
and 5Why method) turned out to be effective in the analysis of the unconformity product (casting 
of magnesium alloy), so can be effective in the analysis of other types of unconformity or 
metallurgical products. 
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